
OKA 149 Air/Fuel Modifications. 

Remove Cold Start: 

I never had a need to use the cold start on #149. Given enough battery it always starts first kick. No doubt it was important in 

the trucks previous life as an over snow vehicle delivering skiers up to Charlottes Pass. The cold start stuck out into the middle of 

the air intake (shown left) by at least 20mm or more and would have to have affected air flow. I replaced it with a blanked off 

plug (shown right behind the lift pump handle) and also blanked off its fuel line from the Injector pump. 

 

 

Remove Speed Delimiter Piston:  

The wiring for the speed delimiter had long since been 

disconnected and the boost solenoid on the accelerator 

replaced with a solid lump of hose as shown right. I was 

never happy with all this stuff in between the accellerator 

cable and the throttle linkage 

 

so I pulled the cylinder apart to find it contained these bits 

 

 

 

 

I cut the piston shaft in half and drilled and tapped 

the blank end of the remaining threaded section 

with with an M5 x 0.8 thread to connect it to the 

accelerator cable 



So I made up a new bracket to 

mount the accelerator cable 

and replaced all this                 with this 

 

 

 

 

 

Free up Injector Pump Fuel Pin: 

With all mods completed I took the truck for a run only to be very disappointed to find that all the changes had not made much 

difference. I put this down to whatever problem caused the low output in the first place. So it was back to Turbo Engineering for 

the final dyno tune to try to find some explanation for #149’s poor performance. 

Initial dyno results testing the OKA as delivered were:

 



These figures confirmed the truck’s poor performance on the road despite the mods with an increase of only 1 or 2 kw in power 

and 50 Nm of Torque compared with the original test. 

 

So Ray proceeded to open up the Injector Pump 

and soon found the culprit causing the poor  

performance. 

 

He was unable to remove the  

boost compensation cone plunger and spring  

from the pump because it was caught behind  

the stroke limiting pin was seized solid.  

 

Apparently this is not an uncommon problem with moisture dissolved in the diesel fuel corroding the surface of the pin when 

the vehicle is left standing for a long period of time especially if there are large changes in temperature. 

Stuck pin….           Jams behind the flange at the bottom of the cone preventing removal from the pump 

 

The above pics were taken from a U Tube video which shows a procedure for freeing up a stuck pin. See here 

Ray explained it is not always possible to completely free the pin without having to remove and rebuild the Injector Pump. In my 

case he was able to free it up properly in the truck 

using the right solvents and tools. 

 

He was also unhappy with a possible restriction in 

the metal boost line from the manifold to the pump 

which appeared to have been repaired. 

 This was replaced with the flexible line shown right. 

 

 

 

According to this discovery #149 has been running for ages with no boost compensation. So not only a non wastegated turbo 

which rarely comes on to boost but worse, the IP was not delivering the extra fuel required to match any increase in air. 

After buying my OKA, I first had the engine and Injector Pump fully reconditioned by Trickies Diesel in Bendigo. The problem 

must have occurred without me noticing a difference in performance after I drove it home and it sat for a year or so while I 

progressively removed and replaced all the drivetrain for reconditioning and did the motorhome conversion. I can only assume 

the pin corroded became stuck while it was sitting in the driveway. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvnQEIcrgWs


We have driven over 68,000kms since and although I suspected its performance, I relied on the reco and as I had never driven 

anyone else’s OKA since and no other OKA owner had driven mine I just assumed that this was the usual Perkins performance 

that everyone grumbles about. Although I now wonder how many others may be suffering from the same problem. 

Injector Pump Upgrade Kit 

The performance improved considerably and after further dyno testing Ray recommended that I could get even more power by 

having an upgrade kit installed. Turbo Engineering does their own kits including combinations of offset cones, diaphragm 

springs, star wheels and smoke adjusters chosen and tuned to give the best performance for the particular engine. 

Their main purpose is to enhance boost compensation to optimise fuel delivery throughout the boost range. 

Turbo Engineering is very guarded about the design of their parts and their tuning process. I am still waiting for a picture of the 

internals that went into my pump but here are some Cones and Springs I found on the web. 

 

 

Pictures of my pump all sealed up after the final dyno with kit installed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Final Dyno Tune 

Mort posted a link to the value of Injection Pump tuning here 

I also found a number of websites (such as here) and U tube videos on the subject. 

Having a go yourself may improve output but can’t compare with having it done by an experience diesel mechanic using a dyno 

where they make the adjustments while continuously monitoring power, torque, air/fuel ratio, boost and temperatures 

throughout the rev range. 

http://www.byles.net/www.oka4wd.com/maintenance/1634-turbo-upgrade?start=220#12367
http://dodgeram.org/tech/dsl/more_power/Power_ve.htm


Final output below shows a huge overall increase in max power from 38kw to 76kw and max torque from 330Nm to 828Nm. 

 
The above graphs reflect the way the truck now drives on the road. 

We have always loved our OKA because it has allowed us to go anywhere we like reliably and in comfort. 

But this update has changed it into something else again. 

It is much easier, smoother and more fun to drive! 

It has saved at least one if not two gear changes on hills and I now have the power to easily keep up with the traffic almost no 

matter what the terrain. Give it a squirt and overtaking traffic is easy even at 100K. 

On the way home on the Geelong Rd after I picked up the OKA up on Monday I was hit head on by the gale that caused the big 

allergy ambulance call out in Melbourne. The OKA pushed through at 100K. Before the upgrade I would have been going 

backwards! 

If you put your foot in it the Turbo will respond to show boost at almost any revs. 

Up to 15psi is common but it does sometimes go out to 18. Over 8 the intake starts to wail sucking masses of air. 

EGTs are generally high 300s and low 400s. (pyro is in the dump pipe 120mm downstream of the turbo) 

High 400s sitting on 100K on the highway. Under load it can go over 500 but the maximum I have seen so far is 550.  



The following shows the difference between the above tests ie the dyno with the stuck injector pin and the final dyno after it 

was freed and the boost compensator kit installed with final tuning completed. 

 


